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Abstract

This paper presents an easy to use� constructive training algorithm for Probabilis�
tic Neural Networks� a special type of Radial Basis Function Networks	 In contrast
to other algorithms� prede
nition of the network topology is not required	 The pro�
posed algorithm introduces new hidden units whenever necessary and adjusts the
shape of already existing units individually to minimize the risk of misclassi
cation	
This leads to smaller networks compared to classical PNNs and therefore enables
the use of large datasets	 Using eight classi
cation benchmarks from the StatLog
project� the new algorithm is compared to other state of the art classi
cation meth�
ods	 It is demonstrated that the proposed algorithm generates Probabilistic Neural
Networks that achieve a comparable classi
cation performance on these datasets	
Only two rather uncritical parameters are required to be adjusted manually and
there is no danger of overtraining � the algorithm clearly indicates the end of
training	 In addition� the networks generated are small due to the lack of redundant
neurons in the hidden layer	

Keywords� Probabilistic Neural Networks� Pattern Recognition� Constructive
Training� Dynamic Decay Adjustment	

� Introduction

Automatic Pattern Recognition has gained considerable interest in the past
few years� Applications include� for example� quality control for industrial
products� automatic recognition of faces� signatures or street signs and much
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more� One focus of attention are procedures that receive preprocessed data as
input �e�g� features extracted from pictures or Fourier transformed pieces of
sound� and produce class information as output �e�g� good�defect�� Usually the
underlying decision process is unknown and the recognizer must be constructed
using sample data that was classi�ed by hand� Depending on the type and
amount of knowledge about the underlying decision process this training can
be done in di�erent ways�

When information about the type of the underlying decision process is known
a priori� it is sometimes su�cient to specify the structure of the classi�er and
simply adjust some of its parameters during training� This could be the slope
and bias of a linear decision boundary� or the set of parameters that specify
a �xed number of rules� For these approaches a certain amount of knowl�
edge about the underlying process is required which is sometimes di�cult to
acquire for practical applications� Therefore� techniques for dynamically con�
structing 	exible classi�ers without requiring a priori knowledge continue to
garner considerable interest� Automatic Rule Learning systems �nd a 	exi�
ble set of rules that try to describe the training data �for a few examples
see 
���� and 
�������� Other approaches try to �nd more hierarchical struc�
tures� the most prominent example probably being Quinlan�s c��� 
��� an algo�
rithm which builds decision trees from examples� In most cases� the techniques
used to model the data o�er insight into the classi�cation process� The power
of expression� however� is mostly limited to simple geometrical structures�
More complex structures have to be modeled using a large number of simpler
elements� which makes interpretation complicated� if not impossible�

One way to build classi�ers that o�er greater 	exibility is to use Arti�cial Neu�
ral Networks� Here a combination of simple� structurally identical computation
devices build up a complex classi�cation structure� Unfortunately the classical
Multi Layer Perceptron 
�� does not o�er explanations for the resulting clas�
si�cation which poses severe problems� especially for industrial and security
critical applications� Approaches to extract rules from Multi Layer Percep�
trons have been proposed �see for example 
���� but are usually not applicable
to large networks and are time consuming in practice� Other neural network
models that o�er ways to interpret their behavior have been proposed� mostly
based on networks of locally�tuned processing units� often called Radial Basis
Function Networks �RBF� 
��� One special type of these networks with a more
statistical origin� the Probabilistic Neural Network �PNN�� was proposed by
Specht 
���� The PNN consists of one layer of units with a local� Gaussian ac�
tivation function and models the probability distribution of each class through
a combination �or mixture� of these Gaussians� It has been shown 
��� that
PNNs o�er superior performance on real�world benchmark datasets� The clas�
sical PNN is similar to an �intelligent memory� since each training pattern
is stored as one unit of the layer of Gaussians� Algorithms that train PNNs
are therefore infeasible for large datasets because the resulting network con�
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tains as many neurons as there are patterns in the training dataset� Newer
algorithms that attempt to reduce the network�s size unfortunately require
an a priori de�ned architecture� i�e� the number of used Gaussians must be
speci�ed before actual training can take place 
���

The Dynamic Decay Adjustment algorithm �DDA� see 
��� presented in this
paper allows the automatic construction of PNNs from even very large datasets�
The PNN is dynamically constructed during training and the number of re�
quired hidden units is optimized automatically� In addition the region of in�
	uence for each Gaussian is computed based on information about neighbors�
This technique increases the recognition accuracy in areas of con	ict� In con�
trast to the often used �partition of unity� normalization� a modi�ed normal�
ization method is proposed that allows the approximation of class posteriori
probabilities together with an additional �don�t know��probability�

In the next section� PNNs are explained in more detail� In section �� the
new training algorithm is presented� together with some analysis of the used
parameters and the modi�ed normalization� Finally� section � presents results
from both synthetic and real�world datasets�

� Probabilistic Neural Networks

The Probabilistic Neural Network was introduced in ���� by Specht 
��� and
puts the statistical kernel estimator 
�� into the framework of Radial Basis
Function Networks� PNNs have gained interest because they o�er a way to
interpret the network�s structure in the form of a probability density func�
tion and their performance is often superior to other state�of�the�art classi�
�ers 
���� In addition� most training methods for PNNs are easy to use� In
contrast to classical RBFs� PNNs are only used for classi�cation and they
compute conditional class probabilities p�class kj�x� for each of c classes� The
structure of a PNN is shown in Figure �� Similar to RBFs� PNNs receive n�
dimensional feature vectors �x � �x�� � � � � xn� as input� This input vector is
applied to the input neurons xi �� � i � n� and is passed to the neurons in
the �rst hidden layer� Here mk Gaussians N ���k

j ��
k
j � are computed for each

class k �� � k � c��

pkj ��x� �
�

���n��j�k
j j����
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�
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where ��k
j denotes the mean of the distribution and �k

j indicates its covariance
matrix� �k

j in this case is a positive de�nite matrix� that is� all eigenvalues
are positive� For each class k� therefore� mk multivariate distributions exist�
The second hidden layer computes the approximation of the class probability
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Fig	 �	 A typical Probabilistic Neural Net	

functions through a combination of these multivariate densities � �

ok��x� �
mkX
j��

�k
j p

k
j ��x�� ��

where �k
j represents the within�class mixing proportion� The �k

j are non neg�
ative and hold�

mkX
j��

�k
j � � � k � �� � � � � c� ���

If there exists a risk function that assigns cost vkl to a decision for class k in
the case of the pattern �x actually belonging to class l� a third layer can be
used which computes the decision risk�

�k��x� �
cX

l��

vkl �lol��x� ���

Here �l indicates the a priori probability of class l� Using a PNN for a risk�
based decision� class l with minimum risk �l would be chosen�

l � argmin��k�cf�k��x�g� ���

�This is the main di�erence between classical RBFs and PNNs	 The 
rst hidden
layer is not fully connected to the next layer because each neuron of the 
rst layer
is already associated with one speci
c class and therefore only connected to the
corresponding neuron in the second hidden layer	
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Training of PNNs can be done in a number of ways� Specht 
��� proposes the
introduction of one neuron for each training pattern� and restricts � to one
global and scalar smoothing parameter �� The resulting density function is
a sum of homoscedastic Gaussian� �homoscedastic� because only one global
smoothing parameter is used� This approach is of course not feasible for large
datasets� In addition the adjustment of the smoothing parameter � has to be
done carefully using some validation dataset� Small changes of � in	uence the
network�s performance heavily�

In 
��� an extension to this method is proposed that uses a diagonal matrix
� instead of the scalar � and iteratively adjusts the diagonal entries of �
depending on the change in the error� This results in an adaptive normalization
of the input space but the adaptation is very time consuming and the problem
of the potentially large network size remains�

Other approaches that are able to deal with larger training sets prede�ne the
topology of the network and only adjust the remaining network parameters
��k

j and �k
j � during training� All of the approaches focus on a homoscedastic

network� that is� use only one global covariance matrix �� Streit and Lugin�
buhl 
�� propose prede�ning the number of neurons for each class and then
adjusting the parameters using a maximum likelihood training method� Using
a global � the training data of all classes can be used to adjust this matrix�
making the approach feasible for smaller datasets as well�

All these training algorithms rely either on a prede�ned network topology� or
are not feasible for large datasets� Parameters that must be adjusted carefully
have a dramatic in	uence on the �nal classi�cation performance� In this paper�
an algorithm is proposed that constructs the topology of the network during
training and thus determines the number of required neurons automatically� In
addition� the shape of each Gaussian is adjusted individually through a local�
scalar smoothing parameter �i resulting in the construction of heteroscedastic
PNNs� The algorithm is easy to use and o�ers fast training with only two
user�controllable but uncritical parameters� The resulting Probabilistic Neural
Networks o�er a comparable performance to classical PNNs but with a reduced
network size which makes them also applicable to large datasets�

� The Dynamic Decay Adjustment Algorithm

The algorithm presented in this paper is based on the RCE�algorithm 
�����
and introduces the idea of distinguishing between matching and con	icting
neighbors in an area of con	ict� Two thresholds �� and �� are used dur�
ing training as illustrated in Figure � �� determines the minimum correct�
classi�cation probability for training patterns of the correct class� In contrast
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Fig	 �	 The two thresholds used by the DDA algorithm	

�� is used to avoid misclassi�cations� that is� the probability for an incorrect
class for each training pattern is less than or equal to ��� In a geometrical
analogy� this leads to an area of con	ict where neither matching nor con	ict�
ing training patterns are allowed to lie� Using these thresholds as the only
user�adjustable parameters� the algorithm constructs the network dynami�
cally and adjusts the radii individually� In short the main properties of the
DDA algorithm are�

� constructive training� new neurons are added whenever necessary� The
network is built from scratch� the number of required hidden units is deter�
mined during training� the individual radii of the Gaussians are adjusted
dynamically during training�

� fast training� usually less than �ve epochs are needed to complete training
due to the constructive nature of the algorithm�

� guaranteed convergence� the algorithm can be proven to terminate when
a �nite number of training examples is used 
��

� two uncritical manual parameters� only two parameters are required
to be adjusted manually� fortunately the values of these two thresholds are
not critical� as will be demonstrated in section ��

� distinct classi�cation zones� it can be shown that after training termi�
nated� the network holds several conditions for all training patterns�
� class inclusion� correct classi�cations are above a threshold ��� the correct�
classi�cation probability�

� class exclusion� wrong classi�cations are below another threshold �� �mis�
classi�cation probability��

� uncertainty� patterns only residing in areas of con	ict have low class�
probabilities� providing an additional �don�t know� answer�

These features make the application of PNNs to real world problems easy�
since neither network architecture �i�e� number of hidden units� nor critical
parameters have to be determined manually� Also the network�s size does not
grow linearly with the size of the training data as is the case for the classical
PNN� This makes it possible to use redundant as well as large datasets for
training� In addition the last feature enables the user to judge the con�dence of
the network� Providing an additional �don�t know��probability also enhances
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the applicability of these networks in security sensitive scenarios where the
usual �black box� nature of neural networks often permits their use�

��� The Algorithm

Operation of the DDA algorithm requires two distinct phases � training and
classi�cation� During the training phase� misclassi�ed patterns either prompt
the spontaneous creation of new RBF units �commitment� or the adjustment
of con	icting RBF radii �shrinking of RBFs belonging to incorrect classes��
To commit a new prototype� none of the existing RBFs of the correct class
has an activation above �� and� after shrinking� no RBF of a con	icting class
is allowed to have an activation above ���

Figure � �i�iv� shows an example that illustrates the �rst few training steps
of the DDA algorithm� �i� a pattern of class A is encountered and a new RBF
is created� �ii� a training pattern of class B leads to a new prototype for class
B and shrinks the radius of the existing RBF of class A� �iii� another pattern
of class B is classi�ed correctly and shrinks again the prototype of class A�
and �iv� a new pattern of class A introduces another prototype of that class�

After training is �nished� two conditions hold for all input�output pairs ��x� k�
of the training data�

� at least one prototype of the correct class k has an activation value greater

pattern class A x

p(x)

A
+1

x

p(x)

A B

pattern class B

+1

�i� �ii�

x

p(x)

A

B

pattern class B

+2

+1

x

p(x)

A

B

pattern class A

A
+1

+2

�iii� �iv�

Fig	 �	 An example of the DDA algorithm
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�� reset weights�
��� FORALL prototypes pki DO

Ak
i � ���

ENDFOR

�� train one complete epoch
�� FORALL training pattern ��x� k� DO�
��� IF �pki � pki ��x� � �� THEN

��� Ak
i� � ���

ELSE

��� �� �commit�� introduce new prototype
mk� � �

��� �� k
mk

� �x
��� Ak

mk
� ���

��� �k
mk

� min
l ��k

��j�ml

��
�
s
�
jj�� l

j � ��k
mk
jj�

ln ��

��
�

ENDIF

�� �shrink�� adjust con�icting prototypes
��� FORALL l �� k� � � j � ml DO

�l
j � min

��
��l

j �

s
�
jj�x� ��l

j jj�

ln ��

��
�

ENDFOR

Fig	 	 The DDA algorithm for one epoch

than or equal to ���

�i � pki ��x� � �� ���

� all prototypes of con	icting classes have activations less than �� �ml indi�
cates the number of prototypes belonging to class l��

�l �� k� � � j � ml � p
l
j��x� � �� ���

The code to perform training for one epoch is shown in Figure �� where pki
indicates prototype i of class k� Ak

i the corresponding weight �which models a
local a priori probability of class k�� ��k

i the center vector and �k
i the individual

standard deviation� The algorithm operates as follows�
� before training an epoch� all weights Ak

i must be set to zero to avoid
accumulation of duplicate information about the training patterns ����

� next all training patterns are presented to the network ���
� if the new pattern is classi�ed correctly ����
the weight of the biggest prototype is increased ����

� otherwise a new prototype is introduced ����
having the new pattern as its center ����
a weight equal to � ���� and
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its initial radius ��k
mk

� is set as large as possible without misclassifying
an already existing prototype of con	icting class ��� �At the beginning
the new prototype will cover the entire feature space� because no con	icts
arise��

� the last step shrinks all prototypes of con	icting classes if their activations
are too high for this speci�c pattern ����

After only a few epochs �for practical applications� approximately �ve� the
network architecture settles �no new commitment or adjustment�� clearly in�
dicating the completion of the training phase� Because radii of previously com�
mitted neurons can only shrink and never grow� it is easy to prove termination
of this algorithm for a �nite training dataset 
�� Due to the iterative nature of
the training it is often possible to �nally delete a few super	uous neurons that
have a weight equal to zero� These neurons were inserted during an early stage
of the training process and were replaced by more optimal neurons that cover
a larger area of the feature space� After training is complete� the normalized
output weights �k

j can be computed from the prototype weights Ak
j through�

�� � k � c� �� � i � mk� �
k
i �

Ak
iPmk

j��A
k
j

For all experiments conducted to date� the choice of �� � ��� and �� � ��
led to satisfactory results� In theory� those parameters should be dependent
on the nature of the underlying model �discussed in the next section� but in
practice� especially if the feature space is only sparsely occupied� the values of
the two thresholds are not critical�

��� Choice of Thresholds

The only manually adjustable parameters on which the DDA algorithm is
dependent are the two thresholds �� and ��� Although the choice of �� � ���
and �� � �� has provided excellent results in practice� the in	uence that these
parameters wield over the resulting classi�cation boundaries is sometimes of
interest� It is unusual for the training data to cover the entire feature space�
and therefore the resulting classi�cation of areas between training patterns is
not determined� In this section it is investigated how the choices of �� and ��

in	uence the position of the class boundaries� as well as the resulting network
size�

It is obvious that for �� 		 �� many more neurons will be introduced than for
�� � ��� This is due to the larger con	ict free zone� that is� the area where no
patterns are allowed during training� Figure � demonstrates this e�ect using a
one�dimensional example with patterns of two di�erent classes A and B� Note
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Fig	 �	 Di�erent choices for the thresholds lead to varying tolerance of the classi
�
cation boundary and a changing number of required neurons	

how� with increasing distance between �� and ��� the Gaussian covering the
pattern at the border must move closer to the same and becomes less 	exible
in its positioning�

For �� and �� being closer together the order of training examples can have
a bigger in	uence on the position of the resulting class boundary� Figure �
demonstrates this e�ect� The maximum distance a of the Gaussians� center to
the training pattern at the border� depending on ��� ��� and the width of the
pattern free zone b� computes to�

a � b

�
	 �q

ln ��

ln ��
� �

� �



A

This result can be used to compute the maximum distance c of the resulting
class boundary from the middle of the pattern free area�

c �
a

a� b
b � b

�
	 �

�

�

q
ln ��

ln ��
� �

� �
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If the thresholds are chosen in a way to keep a small in comparison to b

0.0 A B 1.0

ba

��

��

0.0 A B 1.0

b a

2c
��

��

Fig	 �	 Di�erent orders of training examples can result in a variation of the resulting
class boundaries	
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the tolerance of the resulting class boundaries will be small� This means that
the class boundaries will become more independent of the order of training
examples when �� is close to � and �� approaches ��

In the previous paragraph it was assumed that class boundaries must be de�
termined precisely� For real data sets these assumptions are too restrictive
so that both parameters lose almost all their in	uence on the classi�cation
outcome� Therefore in practice the choice of both thresholds does not heavily
in	uence the generalization capability of the resulting networks� The general�
ization error decreases slightly �together with a small increase in network size�
when both thresholds are pulled apart� but the initial choice of ������ and
����� leads to satisfactory results for most datasets� A small improvement
can sometimes be achieved by observing the error on the training data and �ne
tuning both thresholds� For decision critical problems� a choice of �� 		 ��

will lead to networks with a �ner generalization� that is the outputs for both
classes will be close to � if the input is not close to one of the prototypes� In
the next section a way to normalize the network�s output that results in an
additional indicator for this �don�t know��answer is presented�

��� Output Normalization

Most applications of Probabilistic Neural Networks for classi�cation use some
type of normalization that results in an output resembling a posteriori prob�
abilities� This is usually achieved through�

p�class kj�x� �
ok��x�Pc
l�� ol��x�

���

This type of normalization is often motivated by the desire to achieve a par�
tition of unity across the input space�

��x�
cX

k��

p�class kj�x� � � ���

Unfortunately this type of normalization has a number of side e�ects 
����

�i� Loss of independence and change of shape� The original shape of the basis
functions is not only in	uenced by the choice of its weight but also by
the proximity of other prototypes in the network�

�ii� Coverage of the input space� The whole input space is covered� not just
the region that was de�ned using training data� This leads to a loss in
locality� which is one of the intriguing features of PNNs�
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Fig	 �	 Two di�erent ways to normalize the network output	

�iii� Reactivation and shift in maxima� Using neighboring basis functions with
di�erent widths� the broader one will �reappear� on the other side of the
thinner basis function� In addition� maxima of basis functions will not
necessarily occur at the center of basis functions�

Of these issues� the second point seems to be especially ill suited for a network
required to o�er a measure of con�dence along with its prediction� The method
presented in this paper uses a di�erent approach to compute normalization
�see also 
���� In contrast to equation � an additional constant term o� is
introduced�

��x �
cX

k��

p�class kj�x� � o� � � ����

Normalization in � therefore changes as follows� where p� j�x� denotes the
probability that the network cannot predict a class when �x is observed�

p�class kj�x� �
ok��x�Pc

l�� ol��x� � o�
and p� j�x� �

o�Pc
l�� ol��x� � o�

����

In areas far from patterns that were observed during training� o� should be
larger than all ok��x�� resulting in a �don�t know��probability p� j�x� close
to one� and all class posteriori probabilities being almost zero� Figure � �c�
shows this type of normalization in contrast to the common partition of unity
�Figure � �b�� depending on the output of the network �Figure � �a��� Using
the DDA for training� the selection of o� becomes straightforward� o� � ���
The reason for this choice is the semantic behind the two thresholds� Since
�� de�nes the region of no con	ict� outside of the ���circle� p� j�x� should be
greater than p�kj�x�� A normalization of this type enables the user to judge the
con�dence of the networks output� which is especially important for security
sensitive applications�
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� Results

To demonstrate the behavior of the proposed DDA algorithm the well�known
�two spiral� problem was used 
��� The required task involved discriminating
between two intertwined spirals� For this experiment the spirals were changed
slightly to make the problem more challenging� The original spirals� radii de�
cline linearly and can be easily classi�ed by PNNs with one global radius� To
demonstrate the ability of the DDA algorithm to adjust the radii of each RBF
individually� a quadratic decline was chosen for the radius of both spirals �see
Figure ��� The training set consisted of ��� points� and the spirals made three
complete revolutions�

ri �
�
��� � i

���

��
� xi � ri sin

�
i � �

����

�
� yi � ri cos

�
i � �

����

�
� � � i � ���

After training of the classi�er� ��� ��� equally distributed points in 
��� ��	

��� �� were used for testing� Figure � shows the resulting classi�cation of the
feature space using a PNN trained through the DDA� a Multi Layer Perceptron
�trained with RPROP 
���� a fast version of Error Back Propagation� and a
decision tree constructed through c��� 
��� Note that in all cases all training
points are classi�ed correctly� Three di�erent ways to divide the feature space
are easily observed� The DDA constructs an ensemble of round regions that
approximate the curved class boundary well� Note that regions far away from
the training points are grey� indicating a high �don�t know��probability� The
network does not try to generalize in these areas� The Multi Layer Perceptron
classi�es the feature space using the typical hyper�planes that try to globally
divide the feature space� On the left side of the picture it can be seen how
the network classi�es a stray towards another class� This e�ect was due to
the particular order of the training examples and the used initialization but
occurred in similar forms during other experiments as well� The decision tree
algorithm c��� �nally tries to classify through a series of axes�parallel decision
lines that hierarchically divide the feature space� This approach is clearly not

Fig	 �	 The training data of the modi
ed �two spiral� problem	
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Fig	 �	 The classi
cation of the feature space using the DDA� RPROP� and c	�	

suited to model the underlying structure of the two spirals�

This example does not necessarily indicate an overall superior performance of
one classi�er over others� but it gives a rough idea which types of problems
will be better suited for one or the other classi�er� The DDA will probably
generalize better if class boundaries are intertwined� somewhat round� and
local� Both the MLP and c��� will most likely model straight long boundaries
better� or at least with a lower number of required resources �i�e� nodes in the
network or depth of the decision tree��

To compare the DDA to other state�of�the�art classi�ers on real�world datasets�
eight benchmarks of the ESPRIT StatLog project 
�� were used� In StatLog
� di�erent classi�ers were applied to a variety of real�world datasets� Each
algorithm was controlled by an expert� thus avoiding the usual bias towards
favorites �for details see 
���� Eight of the publicly available datasets were
chosen� and their characteristics are listed in Table �� The �rst four smaller
datasets were used through n�fold cross�validation� that is� each experiment
was performed n times� using �n � ��
n�th of the dataset for training and
the remaining �
n�th for testing� The reported error rates show the average
over all n simulation runs� The larger datasets are speci�cally divided into a
training set and a testing set�

In Table  the results of the k Nearest Neighbor� a Multi Layer Perceptron�
the decision tree c���� the standard PNN� RCE together with its probabilistic

nr	 nr	 number of patternsdataset
attributes classes training test

Diabetes � � ��� ���fold
Aust	 Cred	 � � ��� ���fold

Vehicle ��  �� ��fold
Segment �� � ���� ���fold
Shuttle � � �� ��� �� ���

SatImage �� � � �� �� ���
DNA �� � �� ��� �� ���
Letter �� �� ��� ��� �� ���

Table �	 The used datasets of the StatLog�project	
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StatLog results other resultsdataset
DDA KNN C	� MLP PNN RCE P�RCE

Diabetes ���� ��	 ��	� �	� �	� ��	� ��	�
Aust	 Cred	 ��	� ��	� ��	� ��	 ���� ��	� �	�
Vehicle ��	� ��	� ��	� ���� ��	� �	� ��	�
Segment �	� �	� 	� �	 ��� �	� �	
Shuttle �	�� �	 ���� �	� �	�� �	�� �	��
SatImage ��	 �	 ��	� ��	� �	� ��	� ��	�
DNA ��	 �	� ��
 �	� ��	� �	� ��	�
Letter �	 �	� ��	� ��	� ��� ��	� �	�

Table �	 Error rates on the used StatLog datasets	

extension P�RCE� and the DDA are shown� The DDA algorithm shows very
good performance on all but one dataset� DDA �as well as kNN� yields the
poorest performance on the DNA data� This case consists of binary features�
of which about ��! are not used for classi�cation� and this proves to be a
problem for Euclidean distance�based algorithms�

The classical PNN performs slightly better than the network generated by the
DDA on about half of the datasets� It should be noted that the results for
the classical PNN have been achieved after time�consuming �ne tuning of the
smoothing parameter � and by using extensively large networks in some cases�
since the number of neurons in the hidden layer is equivalent to the number
of training examples� It can be easily demonstrated that the DDA algorithm
produced signi�cantly smaller networks than the classical PNN� particularly as
the size of the dataset increases� Table � shows how the choice of the negative
threshold ��� � ��� for all experiments� in	uences the size and performance
of the resulting PNN for the Shuttle dataset� For large ��� neurons of di�erent
classes heavily overlap resulting in an error rate on the training data� This
e�ect can be used to easily determine a good choice for ��� Less than ���
hidden units are su�cient to reach a classi�cation performance comparable to
the classical PNN with ��� ��� units� The classi�cation error on the testdata
of the DDA changes slightly by a factor of � when �� is varied over � orders of
magnitude� Table � shows how the choice for the PNN�s smoothing parameter
� in	uences the performance much more drastically�

number number Error �in ��
RBFs epochs �� training test

���  �	� �	�� �	��
��� � �	�� �	�� �	��
��� � �e�� �	�� �	�
���� � �e� �	�� ����
���� � �e�� �	�� �	��
���� � �e�� �	�� �	��

Table �	 The results of the DDA on the Shuttle dataset	
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Error �in ��
� training test

�	� ��	�� ��	�
�	� �	�� �	�
�	�� �	�� �	��
�	�� �	 �	��
�	��� �	�� �	��
�	��� �	�� �	��

Table 	 The results of the standard PNN on the Shuttle data	

All eight StatLog experiments were conducted with only few retrials to ad�
just ��� No validation set was used to determine the optimal setting� instead
an observation of misclassi�ed patterns in the training set was su�cient� Be�
sides ��� no other manual adjustment was necessary� even termination of the
training algorithm was controlled automatically�

� Conclusions

A new algorithm to train Probabilistic Neural Networks has been proposed� In
contrast to existing algorithms� large datasets can be used and the network�s
structure is determined automatically during training� In addition the utiliza�
tion of individually adjusted radii for the hidden neurons reduces the size of
the resulting network� There are only two� easy to adjust parameters that
allow the user to distinguish between con	icting and matching prototypes
at the training phase� The new algorithm trains very quickly� fewer than �
epochs were su�cient to reach stability for all problems presented� Eight real
world datasets from a large ESPRIT project were used to demonstrate the
performance of the proposed DDA algorithm�

It is concluded that the DDA algorithm o�ers an easy to use methodology
to quickly train Probabilistic Neural Networks o�ering state�of�the�art clas�
si�cation performance� Although the resulting networks are larger than com�
parable Multi Layer Perceptrons� they are signi�cantly smaller than PNN
topologies while still maintaining simple and speedy training with excellent
classi�cation results�
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